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Dunfey's case heard again
by Student Court
Respondents appeal decision
By
Bill Bilodeau
and Ed Ward
A move was made this week to
sentence the three people who
were tried last May for their part
in the SGA's infamous "Dunfey's case."
The SGA Student Court
heard the case of Students
Against the Abuse of Power versus Denis Lawrence, Heidi
Berry, and John Beaton, the
respondents of Student Court
case 2-86 on Monday, April 13,
1987.
The Court's original decision
on case 2-86, which came last
May, found respondents Lawrence, Berry, and Beaton guilty
of violating the constitution by
misappropriating SGA funds
and subsequently using those
funds

to

sponsor

what

they

turing Weeken " at Dun ey's
Hotel on Cape Cod. The Court
recommended that the respondents were responsible for misappropriating funds and should be

MASSPIRG
•
ra 1ses money
for hunger
By
Chris Mullin
Students from the BSC
chapter of MassPIRG (the
Massachusetts Public Interest Research Group) spent
three hours last Saturday
"spring cleaning" around
the Campus Center to raise
money and public awareness
for local hunger organizations. The hunger activists
collected pledge donations
from friends, faculty, and·
family before Saturday for
the raking, sweeping and
trash collecting that they
did. In addition, President
Indelicato arranged for the
cleaners to earn an hourly
wage from the college to be
donated to food shelters.
"We should have called it
4
Blisters for Hunger' instead
of 'Hunger Cleanup Day', "
remarked Karna Galvin,
one of BSC MassPIRG's
Hunger coordinators. "But
e cont: p. 2

held responsible for effecting the
necessary restoration of the student activities fund. In closing its
decision, the Court, under the
direction of then Chief Justice
Steven Melo, called upon all
those students who showed concern to petition the proper college administrators for the
implementation of the actions
against those persons held
responsible for the misuse of
SGA funds.
On Wednesday.April 8, 1987,
spokesperson for SAAP Shan
.Crete submitted a petition to the
SGA Student Court under the
direction of Chief J U$tice Christopher Clark. The petition read,
"The Court found in favor of the
plaintiff in Student Court case
2-86. The students followed the
Court's recommendations to
petition proper college administration for

enforcement~

how-

agreed to hear the case on Monday, April 13, under criticism of
this being a case of "double jeopardy", and stated, "The decision of last year (2-86) called for
the administration to render a
judgement on the case. However, the administration's decision dealt only with the retrieval
of monies illegally used. The
punishment of individuals
involved. the administration and
I feel. is a solely SG A judicial
branch matter."
The Court came to order at
3:44 pm on April 13 to decide the
case after deciding to limit the
Student Court's action based on
an injunction introduced by
SGA Attorney Donald Hadge.
Hadge requested that the Student Court not hear the case
because, "the nature of the remedies sought displays a destructive

and

improper

attitude

ase on t e Court's decision, remain at BSC.''
the plaintiff wishes the Court to
"More importantly,·~ he
decide remedies for the respond- stated, "I would hope that the
ents in case 2-86 through this Co~rt would recognize that it
petition." Chief Justice· Clark .a Cont. p. 2

·:rear)'" Morr~~. former
his
Dolphins pJa~r, spoke
cocaine addiction lmt week at BSC
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Part-time teachers join union team
Ward had brought to his atten- lature, and meetings will contion the fact that part-time salar- tinue." At this time, prior to
ies at BSC were substantially commitment from the LegislaEditor's Note: This is the below some other colleges'. ture, what BSC is seeking is a
second of a two-part series on Indelicato researched the matter "receptive and responsive ear."
part-time teachers at Bridge- and found that at some· Massa- Governor Dukakis and his wife
water State College. A correc- chusetts colleges the part-time will be present this spring at his
tion to a quote attributed to salaries were indeed higher. He investure, and the college will at
Prof. Lawrence M cCargar in therefore agreed that they that time attempt to impress the
last week's article should be should be raised here. However, need for state assistance on him.
noted. The statement in question now that part~timers have opted
Indelicato also reiterated his
was that "McCargar explained for union membership, the mat- intention to hQld enrollment
that Dr. Henry Fanning, of Con- ter of raising their salaries down so that tlie teacher/ stutinuing Ed., had promised to becomes a part of collective dent· ratio remains a good one.
work for an increase in part-time union· negotiations, rather than Enrollments for next fall have
salaries ... " It should have read: an administrative decision.
been limited to 50 less than this
Indelicato also explained that year -- for every freshman open"McCargar explained that it was
his understanding that a promise · BSC is trying to increase its full- ing, for example, there are seven
had beeri made to raise the salar.:. time staff as part of the school's applicants. This decision comes
continuing efforts for improve- at a time when most colleges are
ies of PCE teachers."
ment. Because it is a matter of seeking even higher enrollments.
This past Monday, Dr. Bill funding, the college has asked To do this at BSC, however,
Murphy, MSCA President, con- the state for funding for 60 more " ... would not be fair to the acafirmed that in the recent elec- full-time teachers over the next demic quality we're committed
tions,· ·part-time teachers had three years. The school is com- to." Indelicato said.
voted unanimously to join the mitted to increasing the number
When asked if the .college will
union. Collective bargaining on of full-timers because the ad min- hold firm t<> the 156 part-time
their behalf has been proposed istration feels that they are able course limit previously agreed
before the semester is over.
to give more .of themselves than to, the President responded that
In an interview with Dr. Inde- part-timers. ..People splitting tbe college will, unless it means
licato yesterday morning, it was
their time over three jobs cannot not offering certain courses. "I
revealed that the commitment to give the ·same time and effort think the union would be
raise part-time salaries had origi- full-timers can," Indelicato said, responsive to e'mergency
nated with the President himself. .. so we made the request and met appointments," he said; "They're
/
He explained that Dr. Robert with several people in the Legis- very supportive."
By
Paula Satinoff
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Drs. Hoffman and Antoinotti,
of the Anthropology and Economics departments, respectively, were asked how they
viewed the cutbacks in the parttime faculty, and how, if at all, it
will affect their departments.
According to Dr. Hoffman,
"We all agree it's a good thing
·that the college wants to augment its full-time faculty.' Having part-timers makes it harder
for us to tell the state we need
more full-timers." Hoffman
raised the concern that, after
reducing the number of parttimers, BSC might not be given
the funding for the increase in
full-time faculty. Howeyer, he
.said, "Hopefully, the benefits
will ·outweigh the costs." He
noted that .some cutbacks have
already been made for next fall,
and while his department has
been affected by them, it is trying
to compensate by having full.timers teach courses traditionally taught by part-timers.
His department has had to
move courses. For example, a
course listed in both the day and '
evening catalogues, running
from 4:00 to 5:30 pm, is now
strictly an evening course. Day
Ill Co~t: p.\z
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News

PARTICIPATING
TOYOTA
DEALERS

Beaton, Berry appeal court decision

Boston
Toyota of Boston
32 Brighton Avenue
(617) 254-234 0

• Cont. from p. 1

does not have the power to
enforce or implem ent these sanctions. Finally , and of greates t
signifigance is the appare nt lack
of due process , which has prevailed since the incepti on of this
matter.... Due process is synonomo us with 'fairnes s' and it
must be remem bered that 'Justice must have the appear ance of
Justice .• Since the admini stration did nothing to prevent the
expend iture of the funds and
also saw fit not to take action
subsequ ently, I submit that the
Court must rule that this petition
cannot be heard."
When questio ned after the·

Heidi Berry

(Photo tJy J. Bums)

heard."
At the hearing , Crete stated
her group's positio n that those
student s found guilty of misapp ro p ria ting studen t funds
should not have the opportu nity
or privilege of handling, or making decisions on the expend iture
of; money through an elected
office, just as those student s on
academ ic probati on can't.
None of the respond ents were
present .
The decision of the Studen t
Court was posted on April 14,
and the Court ruled that "The
respond ents are hearby considered suspen ded of organiz ational privileges of the SGA and
must cease all activities as of
April 14, 1987." Six of the seven
judges concur red with this opinion. Only one justice, Associate
Justice Edward Nicoletti, dissented. Nicoletti explain ed, "For
the Court to at this time attemp t
to seek sanctio ns against the
remain ing respond ents, after the
admini stration 's recomm endations, would not be in the interest of justice. "
When questio ned on their
opinion of the Court's ruling,
SAAP spokes person Crete
said,"W e. are ple~sed with the

separat ely and conse.cutively."
Accord ing to the Court's decision, SGA Treasu rer Heidi
Berry would have had to give up
her position , while both she and
former Preside nt John Beaton
would be prevent ed from running for, or holding office in the
SGA for a period of one academic school year.
At the SGA Genera l Assembly meeting on Tuesda y, the
Assembly voted unanim ously to
c::all a meeting on Wedne sday
evening to hear an appeal by
Berry on the validity of the
Court's ruling.

vious Dunfey 's decision had not
been followed through on, and
proced urally, the two issues
(affixi ng respon sibility and ·
remedies) had to be decided

.
h Id h
vetoed the mot10n to o t e
·
h
· h L t th t
meetmg t at mg t. a er a
· F
a f ternoon , A ssem.blY Ch
· . air .
L
11
d
h
Scott ongo re~ca e · t e meet..,
ing. The meedn g last night had

Beaton speakin g for the appeal ing parties, against Chief Justice
Christo pher Clark, who represented the Court.
Given first opport unity to
speak, Beaton claimed that the
Court should not have made a
decisio n based on the BSC student handbo ok, which they had
referred to in their majorit y
qpinion . Clark respon ded by citing the fine 12 year re co rd of the
Court, and remind ing the
Assemb ly that the Court only
reflects the SG A constit ution.
Both sides argued as to whethe r
the Court had the right, given the
availab le reference materia ls, to
punish the respond ents as it did.
The Assemb ly voted to go into
executive session, in which only
the Assemb ly and those so voted
can be present, and in which all
conten t is confide ntial. After an
executi ve session of over an
hour, the Assemb ly opened its
doors again and rendere d its
decision.
It was voted, by a two-thi rds
margin , to amend the Court's
ruling to say that Berry and Beaton would be barred from ever
holding an SGA appoin ted posi-

,.;.c;;-d~h-e-a-ring-·~a~s~to~w-h~y~t-h_e_..,!~~:~~~e~~tJ;~ha~d~te~"~~!!~~~~;~i·h:'~~,~~a~t~t~he~p~re~---~S~G~A~~P~r~es~i~d-en_.t•D~iJ~ip!llit~D~e~S~i~JvMa..~t~1o~ns~'~b~a~
case was being heard in light of
the injunct ion, Chief Justice
Clark stated that "The injunction was not capable on its own
merits to disallow 'the case to be

Part-time profs Join union;
collective bargaining next
• Cont. from

p. 1

student s wishing to take the
courses must now pay for them
separat ely. Any such course
would not appear in the horarium, but only in the PCE
catalog ue.
In a sense, Dr. Hoffman said,
"studen ts are being penaliz ed
financi ally if they want to take
these courses.~· He also cautioned student s registering for
next fall to double -check on
course availab ility with their
advisor s, and to check the PCE
catalog ue if a course they are
looking for is not listed in the
horariu m.
Dr. Antoni otti said he foresaw
no immed iate effect on his
departm ent, but the decisio n to
reduce part-tim ers will, if the
coilege continu es to grow the
way it is. present ly· doing, effect
· every departm ent. For exampl e;
next semester, the. Econom ics
depart ment is offerin g 16
courses, of which three are slated
for part-tim ers,·equ alling 18% of
the departm ent's total courses. If
the 156 part-tim er limit is strictly
adhered to, he said, "We have a
problem . But this is a flexible
thing."

Dr. Fannin g of Contin uing
Ed. explain ed that the cutback s
in his departm ent of the parttimers and their entranc e into
the union, could not yet"be estimated. The Contin uing Ed.
departm ent differs from the
other departm ents in that most
of its funding has to do. with
gradua te program s. He was able
to offer a few interesting statistics on part-tim e faculty.
The percentage of part-tim e to
full-time faculty varies every
term; spring term there are l 07
full-tim ers and 87 visitin g
lecturer s.
The salarie s of full-tim e
faculty and part-tim ers are very
close; full-timers have a slightly
higher salary.
The majorit y of part-tim ers
are women ; in the fall, they
amoun ted to 87% of the total.
Profess or Lawrence McCar gar, a part-tim e philoso phy
instruc tor, had several comments on the union vote. His
hope, he said, is that the union
vote :will be·· used for amelior ation of the part-tim e situatio n.
He. is still not comfor table with
the fact that there were two elec-

tions, one for day part-tim ers,
and one for night.
His disagr eemen t, he
explain ed, is over the ·~commun
ity of interest " that part-tim e
night instruc tors are not judged
as heavily as day faculty , fulland part-tim e. Night part-tim ers
are so adjudg ed because, accord-.
ing to Mccarg ar, "They have no
mailboxes, no offices, no counseling of student s, and no participation in faculty meets." It is on
this basis that the differen tiation
is being made, ahd yet, says
McCar gar, these are the very
conditi ons that part-tim ers are
arguing shou!d not exist.
McCar gar also felt that notifi-.
cation to part-tim ers of the upcoming electio n had been
inadequ ate. He noted that election figures indicat ed that not all
part-tim ers throug hout the state
had particip ated. Becaus e he
himself heard of the election on
short notice and only by accident, he wonder ed if other parttim e rs might also have
experienced similar difficulties.

Brockto n
Copelan d Toyota
1554 Main Street
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Danvers
Ira Olds Toyota
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(617) 265-4321
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849 Washing ton Street
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allowed to run write-in campaigns. Berry will be allowed to
hold her positio n until the end of
this semeste r, as it is an elected

position .

Mass·PIRG
• Cont. from p, 1

the event was lots of fun and
made a difference not only
to the appear ance of the
campus , but contrib uted to
fightin g hunger in our
state." After all the pledges
are collecte<i; this week, the
cleanup will have raised
betwee n $200 and $300. Half
of the money will bed onated
to St. Paul's Soup Kitche n
in Brockt on and the other
half to the Nation al Studen t
Campa ign Agains t Hunge r,
with which MassP IRG has
been workin g for two years.
"Peo'pl e have got to
become aware of the fact
that hunger is a problem in
ourstat e and commu nities,"
states Galvin. "' Cleanu ps
like ours are a great wayfof
student s to do someth ing
good for the school and the
hunger problem ."
MassP IRG is a statewi de
studen t-direc ted organi zation workin g on consum er,
environ mental and hunger
issues on 28 campus es in the
state. The BSC chapte r of
MassP IRG was establi shed·
in 1983 and welcom es everyone interest ed in participating in. its project s.
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Boch Toyota
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NOW IT'S POSS IBLE TO
BUY OR LEASE A NEW TOYO TA
WITH NO DOWN PAYM ENT.
Graduates: If you've received a verifiable job offer, we want to get you and your new career
off to a great start-with a brand-new Toyota.
_
Toyota Motor Credit Corporation and your parBU'r' IT OR LEASE IT. ticipatingToyotadealerarenowmakingitpossibletoget
the credit you deserve with two Class of '87 ''quick approval" financing program$.
If you qualify, you can buy or lease a new Toyota and generally no down payment or security - - - deposit will be required;t'What's more, we can even process your loan within 24 hours.** See your
participating Toyota dealer for program specifics.
To apply, you'll need a current driver's license and proof of employment or job offer.*** You
may find it helpful to bring along any bank or credit card numbers. Once you're approved, you can
take your choice of the most exciting line of new cars and trucks Toyota has ever offered, including
_ _ _ the all-new Corolla FX16 GT".'S Liftback.
So come on down to your participating Toyota dealer today. Fill out an application, and then
buyorleaseyournewToyota.PurchaseorleasearrangementsmustbecompletedbyJune30,1987.
A new career and a newToyota. Who Could Ask For Anything More!

I

.

LEASE EXAMPLE: 1987 Standard Bed Truck, model 8200, based on manufacturer's
suggested retail price. 48 monthly payments of $13t77;t totaling $6324.96~ End-of-lease purchase

~~~~~~~fu~~~&~~~

abnormal wear and tear and excess mileage.~~~~~oo~----~t------t------~-----~

*No down payment required on eligible models, provided the

amount financ~d ls. not more than the Toyota m_anufacturer's

**Loan approvals M-F, 8:30-5:00.
*-*Proof of insurability required and no negative credit history.
Employment to begin l!"ithin 120 days of loan
approval date.
tAmounts may vary according to location; actual dealer price
may vary.

Toyota Standard Bed Truck

Toyota Corolla FX16 GT-S Liftback

COUL~K TOYOT A
POA ANYTHING
MORE!

TE!iT·DAIV& A NEW TD'r'OTA AND AECEIVE A
·~
TOYOTA CLASS OP 'B? T·SHIAT.
Come in and test-drive any new Toyota
before June 30, i987t and show us your
student ID card.tt We'll mail you an official
. _Toyota Class of '87 T-shirt.ttt
tt All college students with valid student ID's are eligible.
t n Umit one per person while supplies last.

© 1987 Toyota Motor Sales, U.S.A., Inc.

Get More From Life ... Buckle Upt

r---------- ----- 1
TOYOTA CLASS OF '87

1

I

TEST·OAIVE COUPON

I
I
I

Bring this coupon to your participating
Toyota dealer for your free test drive. After your test drive,
we'll mail you a Toyota Class of '87 T-shirt.

1
II

I
.
.
.
.
~I
L _This coup~a~~une 30, 1987. Offer good while supplies last_. 1J
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candidates tor SGA speak

Presidential
Fellow Students,
My name is Dan Darcy, and I
am a candidate for the office of
President of your Student
__ Government Association. Let
me take this time to address a
little bit about myself.
My first two and a half years,
here at Bridgewater State College, I was a commuter. During
this time. I learned first hand
what life as a "commuting student" was all about. But I did
something about it, I ran for the
SGA and helped implement such
ideas as the expanded paved lot,
so we would not be ticketed for
parking on the grass, or for being
stuck in knee-high mud. I personally fought for extended
lighting to be placed down at the
distant end of the lot to guarantee commuter safety. I also supported the idea of the commuter
shuttle bus. Together, we were
able to make a difference, and
through your confidence in me,
we were also heard.
For the past year and a half, I
have lived my second life here at__
BSC as a dorm student. I have
experienced tripling at the Hill,
as well as endless run-ins· with
RA 's and Housing Administra-

tors. During my stay on the
SGA, I have fought long hours,
insuring that my fellow students
receive fair and just treatment in
regards to housing regulations. I
have aided in recognizng the
need for walking security, as well
as attaining a safer parking area
for female dorm students on
lower campus.
My transition from commuter
to resident was not an easy one.
However, it opened channels
which 1 never knew existed. I
soon became a Comment staff
writer, the Homecoming '85,
Chairperson, Speaker of the
House of Representatives, as
well as a member of the AllCollege Committee. I even
found time to pledge a fraternity,
and currently I am serving on the
Greek Council.
My strong ties with students,
administrators, as well as
faculty, has allowed me to gain
knowledge in almost every
aspect of college life. I have personally contacted various state
as well as federal officials in
regards to financial aid/ educational increases, as well as
opposing tuition hikes. I have
contacted surrounding area col-,
leges in regards to dealing with

out

To The Editor:

Dan Darcy
(Photo by Van Dyka)

commuter problems, with the
hope of coming up with key
answers to ongoing commuter
woes.
I feel that I have touched upon
many facets of college life here at
psc. I have always put your
rights as fellow students as my
top priority. I hope that with
your support I can continue in
serving the BSC community to
the best of my capabilities as the
next President of the Bridgewater State College Student
Government Association.
Sincerely
Dan Darcy

My name is Deborah Sammons and I am a candidate for
the SGA Presidency. I say to you
"Give me a challenge and I'll
conquer it with joy."
I understand that my fellow
candidate, Dan Darcy, has been
here longer. However, in my one
year here I have learned much,
and would like the opportunity
to apply that knowledge to your
advantage.
COMMUTERS: Deborah
Sammons cares about \OU! I
envision a vast network of sup-i
port to facilitate your needs as
commuters. The campus should
provide a commuter center
where commuting students can
go for help. To further faciliate'
your needs, events should be
scheduled at more convenient
times.
RESIDENTS: Deborah Sammons also cares about IDU ! Personally being a. resident,· I have
firsthand experience with ·your
needs and concerns. It will be my
goal to aid you in dealing with
these concerns. Perhaps one of

Deborah Sammons
(Photo by Speed)

the largest issues on campus is
student apathy. My solution will
be to create a more dynamic and
caring Student Government
Association. Through this creation students will WANT to
become part of the SGA. I give
to you as well as myself "THE
CHALLANGEOF CREA TING
A BETTER STUDENT
CDVERNMENT."
Sincerely,
Deborah M. Sammons

Students' concerns
are answered

SGA ELECTIONS
--ApriL2:Land ·22 --'" ·---·~~,._.~..._...._...._~~6-
Voting takes place from 9 am - 3 pm
in front of the· bookstore
SGA Candidates
President:
Daniel J. Darcy
Deborah M. Sammons
Write in:
Vice President:
Tom Devin
Linda A. W alenty
Write in:
Attorney General:
Rich DeRosa
Write in:

EJizabeth Hallal
··Ann Maley
Bob Morgan
Write in:

Publicity Director:
Write in:

1988 CLASS ELECTDNS
Class Senators:
Susan Haines

1990 CLASS ELECTDNS

Secretary:
Write in:

Assistant Treasurer:
Sharon Cignetti
Write in:

Student Trustee:
F. Scott Longo
Write in:

Publicity Director: ·
Write in:

Vice President:
Write in:

Social Director:
Write in:

Senator at Large:
John R. Burns, III
Sylvie Camacho
Elaine Doherty
Jeff Tucker
Edmund F. Ward
Write in:

Social Director:
Write in:

President:
Sylvie Camacho
Patricia Grieco
Write in:·

Treasurer:
Write in:

Executive Secretary:
Peggy Hayes
Write in:

Secretary:
Nandine DeDoming
Write in:

Class Senators:
Dinneen Diette
Kerrilee Keith
Marcia A. Medeiros
Patrick J. Pearce
Write
in: ...,_______
_____ _:______

Class Senators:
Susan E. Gentile
Tobi Krasnow
Amy McLaughlin
Shelley M. Nedzweckas
Write in:

Resume writing

Cover letters

Resume & Career
Consultation Specialists

Skills Assessment

;33 Central Street, Hingham

Laser Typeseuing

Vice President:
Karen Weiner
Write in:

749-2970

Lifetime Disc Storage

Graduating Seniors are our Specialty
Treasurer:
William Pimentel
Wiite in:

President:
Chris Howard
Write in:

·r .............. ~.
.

Secretary:
Write in:

Vice President:
Susan E. Gentile
Write in:

.....

Publicity Director:
Write in:

l
, ··r

------------~--·

. . . . . . . . . . .ll'lll.m. .lllllllllllllmlllllllllll---............illllilll. . . . . . . . . .

·'Jon y' 1-•

3 9 !B 't 0 a. d d
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Social Director:
Write in:

Treasurer:
Edmund F. Ward
Write in:
;__~, •

Task Force is being proposed.
The task force would be gather~
ing information on the needs of
Bridgewater State's Health Services department and making
recommendations on this to Vice
President Chiccarelli in late
May. The task force would be
chaired by Dr. Daniel Diethelm,
Director of Counseling, and
would consist of two students,
Steven DiClemente and Peg
Hanlon; two faculty members,
Prof. Virginia Hogg and Prof.
Margaret Souza; Resident
Assistant Kim Ewers; Nancy
Santos of the Office of Public
Affairs; and Associate Director
of the Office of Health Services
Judy Deep.

0;1.6CR[PT-

President:
Kerrilee Keith
Write in:

1989 CLASS ELECTDNS

,.r

By
Bill Bilodeau
Two administrative memos
issued this week provided
answers to copcerns that many
students have voiced over the
last few weeks.
In a memo from President
Indelicato to the entire college
community, the President
announced that the Board of
Regents, in their April 14 meeting, voted to hold tuition at its
present level for the 1987-88 academic year. Indelicato also
announced that the BSC Board
of Trustees have voted not to
increase fees next year.
In an unrelated report from
the office of Vice President of
Student Affairs, a Health Survey
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Viewpo int
Editorial

Food Service not that bad

Vote for MassPIRG

To the Editor:

junk food ... How many colleges
will actually provide a full salad,
breakfast and sandwich bar?"
They are servicing 1,500 students, 3 meals a day, and one
cannot expect to get a "hot off
the stove dinner" in a cafeteria.
Students have the ability to
choose a healthy, low-fat diet at
most meals - no one is forcing
you to eat a plate of french fries
or a baked potato smothered in
cheese sauce! Students are welcome to give suggestions or comments, but instead they would
rather "bad mouth" the food
because it achieves a little
chuckle from their friends.
I am not saying that there are
no problems with the food or

that the food is always wonderful (we all have different tastes).
But, I arn saying that Bridgewater State College is working·
hard to give students a wellbalanced, varied and enjoyable
meal, and they deserve some
credit as well as your respect.
Look, if your not happy _with
what is going to be served for
-Oinner, there is always the sub
shop or pizza from the Rat - so,
"Back off Custom Management
Company!" And by the way, if
you're wondering where the
"Freshman 15" is coming from,
just take a look at those long ice
cream lines!

When those few of us who bother to vote in the SGA
ICs all too often we hear students
complaining about how
elections next week look at the ballot before us, we will
bad
cafeteria
food is. However,
find a referendum question asking us whether we
as a student employee of the
approve or disapprove of the continued existence of the
Custom Management ComBSC chapter of MassPIRG.
pany, I feel that it is time to take
Some of you may remember MassPIRG as the group a stand and defend what I feel to
that for so long has preyed upon your social conciences, be an underrated corporation.
sometimes badgering you outside the bookstore to sign The food service works
something you knew nothing about. Others will recall extremely hard to please stuand I am very proud t<1
MassPIRG as a very dedicated organization that is dents,
work there! People criticize the
concerned with issues that the rest of us would prefer not food because they are stereoto acknowledge at all. However yeu see MassPIRG, you typed into thinking school food
is bad. Well, Custom Managewill soon be determining their fate.
A NO vote means that you would rather see Mass- ment Company does give a wide
PIRG disappear from BSC than have them around. A. variety of foods and will never
Ann Micheletti
give students old, unhealthy,
YES vote is a bit trickier. Because those in charge of the
local chapter decided to use this 'reaffirmation' to
announce a raise in the MassPIRG fee, (from three
dollars to four), some people feelthata YES vote signifies not only approval of MassPIRG, but of the raise in
fees as well. This is not necessarily true.
To the Editor:
General Assembly that award on a campus - wide activity, a
One must remember how MassPIRG collects its
certificates be given to students male beauty pagent. This passed
funds. They are paid their fee from every student's tuiI am writing this letter to you involved in various organiza- 20 - 3 - 0. The third motion
tion bill UNLESS that student marks the box that as a concerned student that is tions, students that BSC should was to hold a special meeting to
waives the fee. If you don't want to support MassPIRG very aware of what one of my be proud of. I think that it's a try to unravel the student courts
in a financial manner, you don't have to. Simply check friends calls '"The Game" - - great idea~ it was the understand- decision in the Dunfey's case. He
student politics here at Bridge- ing of the General Assembly that vetoed the motion, which passed
the box waiving the fee and the money remains yours.
water State College.
the names would be submitted to 22-0 -0.
It would seem a shame if the good that MassPIRG
When Dilip DeSilva decided
them for approval. then later
doesweretocometoanen dinBridgewaterjustbeca use to run for SGA President, I handed out. Instead. Mr.
DeSilva does have the power
they got greedy. Many students who would like to sup- thought that it was refreshing to DeSilva took it upon himself to of veto; it's in the SGA Constituport Jvfass}"'I~Q .in .man~ wa~s. will be . denied tha,t n see someone new want to take personally choose the first recip- tion. But. it's .. apparent .that our ..
llllll!!IM•11•11•fiiieaT'IR·J5•tf11.fli.{lilftilffilflid~,-!liflliilf..
]fii·f!fllll.e•t•tt•·~i(i@i,'-1~•etlif5lei@j@•f!lli.,ill!piii3!ii!p~fiftli!ei!r!!e~sfflii0
~fP1 ~yo~ll,·· 8'f'J!!.f'iH!"TlftU~Cnrne~.gg<9>M<lt~~~~~~ftil pr,o~~~·" follt:Pfthe:f¥M"artt~o·J1J bis own1. and representatives ·felt that the
here at BSe~··:it(ffft i~erits 1to rlle ·present the award on his own motions should pass. The. first
simply don't pay the fee. But don't close the chapter to that he is not taking part, but is authority_ the General Assem- two vetoes .were overridden by
everyone.
instead, taking over.
bJy never approved it. I'm sure the Senate. The third was made
Vote YES on the MassPIRG question:
Mr. DeSilva proposed to the the recipient deserved the award. moot before it could be
0

De s1·1va needs to WO rk
Wt.th .s GA Assembly
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A word
from the
President
Dear Editor:
My principles as SGA President, have been to do what is in
the students' best interests. To
work on the issues that the students are primarily concerned
with--this is the job of the SGA
President.
On April 21 and 22, you'll be
asked to vote for a new SGA
President. Deborah Sammons
and Dan Darcy both seek this
office; both are good candidates.
Deborah Sammons, in my
view, will serve in the best interests of the students. She will not
give in to the persuasion and
manipulation by individuals
who are not looking out for the
students' best interests, and she
will follow through on the
above-mentioned student issues.
This is my opinion. Now it is
up to you to decide.
Dillip Desilva
SG A President

MassPl·RG
suppor ters
To The Editor:
campus and community. We
As members of the faculty
and administration of ·urge students to vote "Yes"
on the referendum question
Bridgewater State College,
to support MASPRIG in
we support the continued
the student elections.
existence of the BSC chapter
of the Massachusetts Public
Interest Research Group
MASSPIRG is a studentdirected organization with
President Gerald Indelicato
campus chapters at 28 colleges and universities in the Richard Calusdian, Chair,
Physics
state. BSC has had a chapter
Betty Mandell, Prof., Social
since 1983. Working with a
Work
staff of professionals, students do research and advo- Curtis Hoffman, Chair, Sociology & Anthropology
cacy on a range of public
interest issues: environmen- Raymond ZuWallack, Assoc.
tal and consumer protec- Prof., Dept. of Secondary Ed.
Valie Marganian, Chemistry
tion, hunger relief, and
David
Richards, Chair,
government reform. By parPsychology
ticipating in MASSPIRG
Dennis
Lythgoe,
Chair,
projects, BSC students gain
History
valuable insight into the political process, learning skills· Edward James, Chair, Philosophy & Religion
of effective citizen action,
Michael Kyzanek, Prof., Poland enrich their classroom
itical Science & Economics
education with the practical
Arnold Girdharry, Asst.
experience PIRG provides.
In addition, MASSPIRG's
Prof., English
Maureen Connelly, English
work greatly benefits both

He worked very hard to earn it.
But DeSilva never brought it
before the Senate.
DeSilva has vetoed three
motions that the General Assembly passed overwhelmingly. The
first was a motion to allow people on academic probation to sit
in for absent members of the
Senate. It passed eighteen for,
three against, and one abstention. The second was an allocation of $600 for a student to put

overridden.
Mr. DeSilva must learn to
work with his fellow politicians
if he is to get anything done. To
work for the good of the students, he must have good working relations with the rest of our
elected representatives. I do not
see that happening.
Sincerly,
Brent F. Rossi
Class of 1990

The Commen t
Editor in Chiit/
Wilfred J. Bilodeau
Managing Editor
Christine Howard

Busin"'ess Manager
News ~ditor
Entertainment Editor
Living Editor
Sporu Editor
Graphic Arr s Editor
Photography Editor
Copy Editor
Ad Manager

Anne Marie Sliney
John J. Beaton. Jr.
Lisa Hanson
John R. Burns, Ill
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The Comment is a student supported and o~r1ted weekly newspaper serving the
academic community of Bridgewater State Collese. Editorial poHcy Jsdetermlned
by the Editor in Chief ln consultation with the Executive Board. Republication of
all m1terial contained herein Is prohibited without the expressed written permis- .
!don of the Editor in Chief. All materials submitted become property of The
Comment. Letters to the editor are encouraaed but may be limited to lSO words
and must be typed. Letten, clusifltd advertisements, and all other written mate.rials are subject to condensation. Advertising rates are uallsble upon request. Any .
penon wlshlna to join The Comment should contact either the Editor In Cb.lef Ol'
the Manaatnr Editor. All correspondence should be.•ddressed to The Comment
Campus Center, Brld&ewater, MA., 0132'. Telephone:(617)fi97-Uto ext. 2151.'
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Clinic looks for new memb ers
for the Fall '87 semes ter
In the spring of 1974,
the Health and PhysicaJ
Education Department
of Bridgewater State
College gave support to
a pilot program fostering
community service. The
program affords students from all majors on
campus the opportunity
to volunteer their time
working with children
with special needs in a
clinical physical and
motor program on Saturday mornings.
What started 14 years
ago as a pilot program to
meet the physical, motor
and leisure needs of
twenty children, has
grown to a well estab1ished program that now
serves some eighty-five
children from 36 communities in greater Boston, South Shore and
Rhode Island.
The Clinic has proven
to be a satisfying experience for students who
are helping children with

Think ahead for the Fall semester, 1987

To achieve the goals
of each client's individual educational plan,
experiences vary, but
may include:
o Early Intervention
o Physical Fitness
DPerceptual Motor
Development
o Individual and Group
Games
oAquatic Skills
o Rhythmic and Dance
Skills
o Recreation and Sport
Activity
The Clinic program is
directed by Dr. Joseph
Huber, who worked
extensively with the first
clinic of this kind at the
University of Maryland,
and Professor Johanne
Smith, with eleven student group leaders.
Recently, Dr; Huber and
his staff received the
Manuel Carballo Governor's Award for Excellence in Public Service-the Commonwealth's

above; group activities help children developsocial and emotional
skills. right; Eric Loring executes

·a

·;vmp~·from-

below; Rob Zonfrelli provides
help in sit ups. Bottom; Susan
Jankowski assists in developing
hand

eye

coordination.

left; Jennifer Cole uses a ball to assist a child with water orientation.

special needs to reach enhancing their physical ble manner.
their fullest potential; and motor development.
Each child in the
physically, intellectu- In addition, the Clinic Clinic program is
ally, emotionally and program ~tresses the assigned a clinician
improvement of self who, through observasocially.
The Clinic utilizes the esteem by strengthening tion and assessment, is
Olympic-size swimming the emotional-social responsible for deterpool, three gymnasiums,
an early-childhood- Deadline for applications Is May 20, 1987 ,
intervention center, a
physical fitness training a~ects of a child's life. It mining the needs of the -room and outdoor facili- is certainly an important child. The data from the
ties. The developmental factor among youth with assessment is th'en utilprogram is one of only special needs. All indi- ized to develop an indiabout 50 in the country. viduals need and desire vidualized program that
The program seeks to to participate with others addresses specific areas
improve the "total fit- in games, activities, and of concern and seeks to
ness" of children with sports, to perform and to remediate the needs
special needs while succeed in an accepta- identified.

highest citation for public service.
The Clinic is the largest group on campus
with over 90 student clinicians representing
most majors on the
Bridgewater State College campus.
The clinic is now
accepting applications
for the Fall semester
from all students Interested in applying. Applications may be obtained
at Dr. Huber's office,
Room 103 in the Kelly
Gymnasium.
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Ente rtain ment
This band's on fire
Siouxsia and the Banshees
By
Brian Hughes

Budgie, Siouxsie Sioux, Steven Severin, and John Valentine Carruthers of
Siouxsie and the Banshees bare their souls on their new album, "Through The
Looking Glass."

Young, Wild, and Free
Brighton Rock ticket to metal mayham
By
Michael 0 'Connor

McGhee is their ticket to metal doesn't get to a point of either
mayhem.
assaulting or attacking. This is
You can definitely hear these made up, when side two opens
Another pretty boy, glamboys' musical influences, but you with Brighton Rock's own hard
rock metal band? Why another
can find Brighton Ro.ck's own rL)Ck ode. to the wonder£ully nice
eU1, look,1 .._ cita,uin.,0111'.theii;.miasieiJ: ·· .;
·g~x,: Jac,k the Rip\per ;with '"'Jack
past
irstsfa~fif~ '~Y::•i'.~~··,rhci first tw<l >~uts, .the title Is Back". This~ stomper
could
cover of these fine dudes doing track and "We Came To Rock", give pre-'adolescents a reason not
typical macho posturing and put stomp along on a loose but to go out at night if they really
the needle to the vinyl of their heavy ride to proclaim that this listen to the song.
record, Young, Wild and Free,
band means business. The third
But, they falter with "Save
and let Brighton Rock play the cut, "Change of Heart", is good Me".It is more or less a repeat of
music to mildly blow your rocker with a melodic line that "Change of Heart". Not very
speakers away.
could cut into the Top 40 circuit. creative, guys. Unfortunately,
Yes, Brighton Rock does.have This cut is bravely followed by a th~ next two songs make "Save
a sound similar to Bon J ovi and decent, but somewhat weak Me" just become one very long
Def Lepard. But vocalist Gerald metal ballad, "Can't Wait For single.
McGhee has something that Jon The Night", which definitely
But here comes the .. Rock 'n
Bon Jovi and Joe. Elliot (you shows promise for the future. Roll Kid" to save side two and
know, the guy with the Union But, don't get me wrong, the the close of Young, Wild And
Jack muscle?) don't have, ...very tune definitely deserves a listen. Free from the utter destruction
rough, raspy hard rock vocals in
"Assault Attack" the final of the previous three cuts. This is
the style of AC/ DC's Brian track on side one is good, but great, very fast but not trash.
Johnson. For real headbangers unlike the title of the tune it
•Cont. p. 8

Siouxsie and the Banshees
was started on September 20th,
1976 at the 100 Club Punk Festival. This first, impromptu lineup featured Siouxsie Sioux on
vocals, Steve Severin on bass,
Marco Pironi on guitar and The
Sex Pistols' Sid Vicious on
drums. The band played a 20minute version of '"The Lord's
Prayer" that one record company exec described as
··Godawful".
Since then. -there have been
many line-up changes in the
band, including John McGeoch
of Magazine . Robert Smith of
The Cure even played with the
band for a while. Budgie joined
as drummer for the second leg of
the tour following the release of
the album The Scream. John
Valentine Carruthers rounded
out the band as guitarist for the
album Tinderbox. The lineup
remains to this day as: Siouxsie
on vocals, Steven Severin on
bass, Budgie on drums and John
Valentine Carruthers on guitar.
A call to Geffen records dismissed the rumor that Carruthers had left the band.
Until the release of their 7th
al~u!lllTlnd;~r/;gf.SiQ!Jx~ieand

the Banshees' were lost in obscurity in the United States. They
had done three tours, and had
quite a large cult following, but
Tinderbox was the album that
did it for them. The album, their
second on Geffen, was released
in April of 1986, and in May they
embarked on their biggest U.S.
concert tour to date, with
appearances .. Coast to coast and
throughout the heartland . ., In
September, they returned home
to record their eighth album,
Through the Looking Glass.
Through the Looking Glass is
a very appropriate title for the
new album. It includes ten cover
tunes, each interpreted in Souix-

ie's own, inimitable way. It'sas if
you 're looking at each of these
songs through the eyes of the
band, because each one is so
much different from the original
song, they're barely recognizable.
The band's cohesiveness, so
prominent in Tinderbox, is very
evident here, making the band
sound like one single unit, rather
than a vocalist, guitarist,
drummer, and bassist. This is
one of the tightest bands in
music today. Siouxie and the
Banshees also show an energy
and love for their music that no·
other band can even come close
to. This comes out on the album
as a sense of enjoyment of their
music. I bet they did enjoy these
songs. Why else would they
cover them?
Siouxie and the B·anshees
took a big risk with Through the
Looking Glass. not that they've
never done covers before now.
"Dear Prudence" and "Helter
Skelter", originally done by the
neatles, quickly spring to mind.
And, as I've already said,thefirst
.song ever performed by Siouxie
and the Banshees was "The
Lord's Prayer." What I'm saying
is that they've done here is bared
their collective soul to us and
said, "Here· if is~
you
think? .. Well, if this is your soul,
Siouxie~ I'd like to see more of it.
Not to belittle their originals;
their live album Nocturne is
some of the best music ever
recorded. I like Siouxie both
ways. What's next? Why ask.
Just enjoy Through the Looking
Glass for now.
By the way, Siouxsie should
be playing in the area some time
this summer. My guess would be
Great Woods some time in July.
If you get the chance to go, do it!
If Nocturne is any indication of
what this band can do Jive, then
it will be well worth it. Maybe
see ya there[

wbaTdo

rn

A giant step up for
Wire Train
By
David J. Spuria

Song". Simplicity and urgency
are exposed in the lyrics of"Diving". "Her precious bones lay
like the Coral Sea/ in vision of
her broken memories/ the hallways and hotel just stare and
breath/ the morning means she
will take her leave/ and she goes
diving." Guitarists Jeff Troth
and Kevin Hunter haveloosened
up their playing enough to
explore all of the mystifying progressions of Hunter's lyrics.
Even their underground classic
"Chamber of Hellos" just
meanders along with respect to
the new material on Ten

I recently rediscovered a band
called Wire Train. The San
Francisco quartet have really
caught my attention with their
new album, .Ten Women. Wire
Train now has three albums to
their name, each of which is a
giant step upward. This band
will instantly conjur up images
of the Alarm - but stop right
there! A good earful of "She
Comes On" (the first single from
Ten Women) will clearly
advance Wire Train to a plac~ of
their own. Nearby, on that p'lane
Women.
are bands like Hoodoo Gurus
Producer, engineer, and
and the Unforgiven.
. mixer, Tim Palmer, has inteLyrically, Kevin Hunterstrays grated new and old ideas to
from simple female landscapes cr~ate an album whiGh is remin"She's a Very Pretty Thing" to iscent of U2's War or Hoodoo
gaping psychedelia "The Hollow
•Cont. p. 8

Members of the band, Wire.Train take a step forward with their latest release,
Ten Women. With their first single, ''She Comes On," clearly advances Wire
Train to take a place of their own.
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Calen dar of event s
Local Events
Mothers and Others: A
Cabaret
On Friday May 1 and Saturday, May 2, the Underground Railroad Theatre of
Cambridge will present
Mothers and Others: A
Cabaret at the Villa Victoria
'Cultural Center at 8 p.m. on
both nights. The Villa Victoria Cultural Center is
located at 85 West Newton
Street, Boston.For more
information and reservations call (617) 437-0231.
Catch A Rising Star
C;.itch A Rising Star in
Harvard Square in 'Boston
present native New Englander,. Kevin Rooney, on
April 21 thru April 25. Joining him for the week will be
Bill Brandis and-Julie Barr.
All shows are all ages shows.
Headline comedy every
Tuesday thru Thursday at 8
p.m. and I0:30 p.m. and Saturday at 7:30, 9:45 p.m. and
midnight. Advance tickets

availible at Strawberries
Records and Tapes, Out of
Town News in Harvard
Square, all Ticketron
outlets, or by calling Teletron at (617) 720-3434 or 1800 - 382 - 8080, and
Concertcharge at(617) 497 1118. Catch A Rising Star is
located at 30 JFK Street,
Harvard Square, Cambridge. For more information call (617) 661 - 9887.
Man With A Raincoat
Salem State College
Theatre presents William
Wise's intriguing murder
mystery, Man With A Raincoat, directed by Thomas E
Luddy. Come and try to figure out whodunit on April
10, I I, 23 -25, 30 and May I,
2, at the Callan Studio Theatre. Curtain is at 8 p.m.
The Music Man
The Neponset Choral
Society will perform its
spring production of Meredith Willson's, "The Music
Man". It will play at Canton
High School on May 9, 10,

15, and 16. For ticket infor""
mation call Harriet Dusty at
(617) 384-3352, Bob McGregor at (617)769-7640 or Bob
Emery at (617) 584-3674.
Campus Events
Spring Candlelight Ball
The annual Spring Ball
will take place Wednesday,
May 6 at the Boston Park
Plaza Hotel in the Imperial
Room from 6 p.m. to midnight. Entertainment will be
provided by the band,
Moonlight, and--0.J. Paul
Bonitto. Also a $1 raffle for
free limo and/ or roses will
be held. There will 50 more
tickets on sale on Friday,
April 17 from 11 a.m. til 2
p.m. For. room reservations
call 800 - 426 - 2022.
New York City in the Spring
.. The CCPC will sponsor a
bus trip to New York City
for the day on April 25. The
bus will leave at 7 a.m. in
front of the Campus Center
and leave New York City at

Max Headroom sees the future
By
E. Kelly
When l first sat down to watch
Max Headroom: Twenty Minutes into the Future, I'd only
been exposed to Max Headroom
in his commercials and didn't
know what to expect What ·I
saw. was a vision of a world not
too far in the future that
reminded me of scenes from
some of the books.: and movies
from the. darker side of science
fiction, li'l~,e Blade : Runner or
1984.
This is a world dominated by
television. There are cameras
everywhere, and everything is
linked to "the system" .Ratings is
the name of the game.
Edison Carter works for Network 23 as an investigative
reporter with his own 'show,
called What I Want to Know.
What he wants to know now is
why a man has died, and why the
news is being supressed. While
he is covering the story. a message is relayed .to his controller
that the story has been pulled.
Edison, a dedicated reporter
much like those at the Comment,
demands a backup tape. This
request is refused. Once he is no
longer on the air, the guards
attack. His calls to the controller
for help are ignored.
The understandably miffed
reporter escapes to the control
room and immediately decks his
controller.He demands a controller he can trust to back him
up if he needs help. EnterTheora
Jones. A team is born.
.
With. Theora 's help, Edison
breaks~ into the research and
development lab of Station 23.
There he discovers· that the network has created a new form of
commercial which compresses
the ad into a three-second "blip-

vert." Sounds like a great idea, so hate wasting employees." Ediexcept for one thing. Blipverts, it son's unfortunate former conseems, have one small side effect: t r o 11 er accompanies the
they cause sedentary viewers .to still-unconscious reporter on l'tis
undergo spontaneous combus- trip to the "body bank":
Theora finally realizes that
tion. In other words, they blow
up. (There's a message in there Edison may in fact be dead. She
somewhere for couch potatoes). calls the body bank to claim the
While Edison is watching the body, and discovers that he is
tape of the incident, the head of still alive. She picks him up,
the R and D department, Bryce ignoring .the. snide comment. of
Lynqh, a c9mputer whizkid, has the attendant.that they'll "make
discovered ·the intruder ·and a lovely couple.,,
called out the troops to. remove
The remainder of· the story
him. _In the meantime, he has revolves around Edison's
also jammed Edison's camera, · attempt to reconstruct his prooJ
but Theora breaks through long through Max's memory, and
enough to warn him that trouble exposethe director's corruption.
is. brewing. Following her At the very moment that the
instructions, he succeeds inelud- director is announcing his death,
ing the· guards, but at the last Edison goes on the air, "very
minute Lynch manages to cut off much live. and direct" to reveal
his escape by raising the ramp of the coverup. Max, however, has
the garage under the gate that the last word. uHow can you tell
reads HM ax Headroom ... ',and . when our program director is
Edison crashes into the sign.
lying?" he asks the viewers.
Theora, linked to Edison's Answer: "His lips move.''
camera, witnesses the crash and
sets out to rescue the hero, but
The second episode concerns a
can't find him. She begins a fran- new sport, called ~'raking",
tic search. Meanwhile, the pro- which involves teens on skategramming director and JJryce boards, armed with knives.
are· discussing his fate as well. Theora.'s younger brother has
They do not know how much become involved in· the deadly
Edison knows, so they decide to game. She and Edison, with
create a simulation of his Max's. assistance, help to save
memory while he is unconscious the boy and·bringthetrue object
and in their clutches. Bryce is of the game to the attention of
excited when his creation starts the public before it gets legalized
to speak, until he realizes that it by lawmakers who are unaware
·is not "Mamma" that the of its violent .nature.
computer-generated replica is
Tbe show does present a
trying to say, but '"Max Headsomewhat bleak picture of the
room".
.The network, currently top- future. However, there are also
ping the ratings, will lose their people like Edison and Theora
chief sponsor if they stop using who care about what is going on
the blipverts. They · decide to and want to inform others and
eliminate their top reporter correct these problems, and like
instead, along with his con- Max to voice the necessary crititroller; not without regret, how- cisms of the system. As long as
ever, as the director muses, "I do there are, there's hope.

7 p.m. For tickets and more
information is avalible at the
Campus Center Information Booth.
The Imaginary Invalid
BSC Ensemble Theatre
production presents The
Imaginary Invalid. This
classic Moliere comedy will
be appearing in the Campus
Center Auditorium on April
23 thru ·April 25 at 8 p.m.
Tickets go on sale April 15.
New England ;patriots Football Club
The New England Patriots
will play basketball against
the West Bridgewater football team and other at
Bridgewater State College
gym on April 24 at 7:30 p.m.
Ticket~ are availible at the
Westgate Mall and at the
door.
Pianist, Ilan Rectman
The CCPC is proud to
present Isaeli pianist, Ilan
Re,r.htman. He will perform
in the Campus Center Ballroom on Thursday, April
16, at 7:30 p.m.

Brighton Rock

Wire Train
moving up
111

Cont. from p. 7

Gurus' Stoneage Romeos in
completeness and continuity. In
other words, no filler, just Wire
Train dancing a fine line between
calculated pop and straight
ahead rock 'n roll. Palmer has
even managed to even inject
their live sound into the picture,
giving the listener a front row
seat to go along with their set of
headphones.
The innocence and simplicity
of this tight ensemble from San
Francisco is refreshing in a
world of synth pop, REM,
sound-alikes, and U2 in concert.
Yet, a young (but experienced)
band like Wire Train needs some
broad exposure to gain a following. Certainly after reading this
review it will be obvious that
your next album purchase will
be a Columbia album called Ten
Women, by this group named
Wire Train. Subliminal messeges? Maybe.

If you would like to
write for the Comment stop by our
office in the Campus
Center next to the
Bookstore.

• Cont. from p. 7

Hopefully, this cut is a taste of
what's to come in the future of
Brighton Rock. You can still
hear a lot of rough, immature,
adolescent material here, but,in
a world of rock that is what can

make the music great or not so
great, and cool to bang your
head to. And I'm sure Brighton
Rock can and will be worthy
enough soon to create many fantastic headaches.

EARN
MONEY
FOR
COLLEGE
LOADERS&

UNLOADERS

$8-9/Hour

PART-TIME
EVENINGS&
EARLY MORNING
HOURS
We offer steady employment,
paid vacations and health benefits. Interviews will be held every
Monday 1-Spm. Contact Donna
Binns, Student Employment Coordinator, T-6, Tillinghast Hall.

EE

UNITED PARCEL SERVICE ~
200 Oak Hill Wav.
Bmckton. Ma. '
Equal Opportunity Employer FemaleiMnle VeternnH

WE CORDIALLY INVITE YOO
TO CI«.RB.RATB HOLY WEEK WITH US

The Community of
fHE CATHOUC CENTER
Bridgewater State College

Holy Thurfrlay
. -Liturgy of the Last SUpper: 7 :00
Good Friday
.Commemoration Prayer: 4:05

Floly Saturday
. Easter Vigil: 8:00

G

~.
~iturgy:

Easter Surday
9:00 and 10:45
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By
Stella Wilder

accomplishment for those who
know a golden opportunity
when they see one. It is essential
1!111!!!!1 that all keep their attention fixed
===&~iiiF~~~_.__.
upon any and all indicators of
trends- both social and financial. Indeed, much change is in
store where money is concerned;
Those with plenty of cash in the
past may suddenly find their
pockets empty, whereas those
used to having little are enjoying
surprising surplus!
Male-female relationships
take up much time this week,
-~~--~~~~,,I especially where disagreements
overshadow romance. Those
with long-term relationships
may find the middle of the week
unusually difficult; By week's
end however, problems are
solved- provided all are willing
to compromise!
Taurus (April 20 - May 5)-Your
patience may be ·put to the test
Jl'!'U.........==t this week. Don't expect coffers
to be as full as you had hoped.
(May 6 - May 20) -Keep abreast
m•lfllliiilllliiilir:-""--.lliiii=ll\ of events this week as they
IF 11115 ISN'T develop. Changing circumstanA fJt){}f} trMe, ces greatly affect your plans.
Jf/51 511Y j0 /
We'U- come Gemini (May 21 - June 6)-You
!3!1CK fN fl Week'. may find yourself up against a
former adversary early in the
week. What you learn proves
invaluable. (June 7 - June 22)
-Timetables and changing schedules mar prove a constant
annoyance this week -- but
nothing you can't handle~
Cancer (June 23 - July 7) -A
~~i*=•====~===
! financial crisis midweek has you
ft.IJ.7
POV&. Bl!R~ . reassessing priorities. Seek to
with asso8%VJ,~~AJr better relationships
ciates. (July 8 - July 22) -Put
mpre emphasis on attitude, perspective this week. You benefit
from a chance encounter later in
the week.
Leo (July 23 - August 7) Negotiations may break down
early in the week; recovery is
......__. quick, however, towards week's
- -. . . . .~..l.jl;,,,-~ ~:JL_./Jjltl;W~t=~~!,J::JLilal!a::i!W~~~~~CJ llillii.1.1.1.i.i....1~"--"'""-_.
end. (August 8 - August 22) Debts are paid up this week but you may have to do much of
Can you find the hidden the legwork yourself. Financial
picture improves.
H
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I
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Virgo (August 23 - September 7)
-Past indiscretions catch up with
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September 22) -Lack of motivation, energy, endurance makes
this a slow difficult week. Don't
succumb!
Libra (September 23 October 7)
-You may have to make some
surprising concessions at home
this week to make headway with
troubled relationships. Pct. 8-. ·
Oct. 22.>= stick to the straight
and narrow this week; tell no
tales and trust facts that you
encounter.
Scorpio(fctober 23 • November
7) -You find more money where
you thought there was none!
Don't fritter it away; save, save,
save! (November 8 ·November
21) -Vulnerability suddenly
increases this week. Allow no
one to take advantage of you emotionally or financially.
Sagittarius · (November 22 December 7)-Consider carefully
the conseque·nces pf any decisions you make or actions you
take early in the week.
(December 8 - December 21) Though another may continually pass judgement on you, you
would profit by continuing
along present course.
Capricorn {December 22 - J anuary 6) -Facts previously out of
your reach are at your disposal
this week. Superiors express
approval. (January 7 to January
19) -Guesswork is not advised
this week. Be sure you have facts
and figures · firmly in your
memory.
Aggarius (January 20.- February 3)-A week of carefu1 thought
and practical decision making as
you try to please a great many
friends, relatives. (February 4 February 18) -Retrace last
week's steps early this week and
you will find progress is assured
by week's end.
Pisces (February 19 - March 5)
-Consider taking a back seat at
the workplace throughout this
difficult week.. You learn a great
deal. (March 6 - March 20) After effects of clandestine deals
are exaggerated later in the week
avoid secrecy!
Aries (March 21 - April 4) Don't insist upon having your
way this week. Work for compromise and you will be satisfied. Don't badger! (April 5 April 19) -You may find yourself
under the influence of unfamiliar
emotions this week. Seek the
advice of an elder.

.
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GONDOLA

Make Friends
Without Leaving

Your House.

G-SUIT
HEAVIER-TI-JAN.;. AIR

HELICOPTER
HYDROPLANE

JET LAG

PITCH
PROPELLER

RUNWAY
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Your Stars This Week

The coming week marks the
~;.. , beginning
of a new cycle of

__

The Comment

Introducing TeleFriend. It's the easiest way to meet new people.
And you do it in your home with your telephone. Share your
thoughts with others who share your interests. 24 hours a day.
And only TeleFriend lets you change conversations. Or speak
privately. Just dial 0 and ask your ThleFriend host to help you.
Call anywhere in the 617 area code for only 20¢ for the first minute and
10¢ for each additional minute.
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COLLEGEC

DIT.

Credit for course work isn't the only hard part about college. Paying the bills is sometimes difficult
and that's when you need our kind of credit.
We provide a full program of student loans.
We offer both HELP Loans for eligible scholars and PLUS Loans and VALUE Loans for parents.
The rates and repayment schedules conform to nationwide practice.
This means, in order to stand apart, we have to do more. And we do.
For instance, you can expect faster turnaround time on approvals.
You can also count on personalized service including sound answers to your questions and more.
This is especially helpful if you're just starting a college career.
So start today and learn more. Discover why so many credit us with the
best student lending program around.

:"':"-

Souths. hore~

Bankdi:f
(617) 847-3100

@
LIEN DE Fl

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

Thursday, April

16~

1987
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Sports
Baseball team loses
double header to NAS
By
Mike Storey
The Bridgewater State baseball team tackled the MASCAC
champion in their home opener
at Legion Field this past Sunday.
Unfortunately, the result was
not as pleasant as the weather
they played in as the Bears
dropped both ends of a doubleheader (7-6, 6-4). Their record
now stands at (2-8).
In the opener Coach Glenn
Tufts sent ace pitcher John Kiely
(Brockon) to the mound in the
hopes of silencing the
MoHawks' bats, which he did·
effectively for most of the game.
BSC got on the scoreboard first
with a run in the second and
another in the third courtesy a
Shawn Barry (Brockton) solo
shot over the right field fence.
North Adams got one back in
the sixth before the dramatic

In the top of the eighth Kiely
got roughed up for two more
runs before he retired the side.
The Bears came back again in
the bottom half of the eighth
with Jim Domitrz (Greenfield)
and Ed Kangas (Pocasset) hitting RBI singles to knot the score
once again. Bryan Nichols (N.
Dighton) came on to relieve
Kiely and set North Adams
down for two straight innings.
In the eleventh inning North
Adams got a base on balls to
start off the inning. In a pickoff
attempt Nichols threw the ball
into right field sending the
runner to third. He scored on an
infield out giving the Mohawks'
the winning run as the Bears
couldn't muster another comeback in their half of the eleventh.
In the nightcap BSC sent
Dave Enos (Plymouth) to the
mound and who knocked
around for four runs in the first
two innings. The score was (5-0)
Mohawks before Kiely belted a
three-run homer to cut the
. deficit to two. He hit another
solo shot in the sixth but it
wasn't enough as North Adams
came away with a (6-4) victory.
"These were two big games we
dropped today," 1 amented
Coach Tufts. "North Adams

Water polo captains

The 1987-88 BSC Water Polo Club will be led by senior cocaptains (l-r) Bob Hoefer and Scott Goodrich. Outgoing captains
Rich Faucher and Jasper Young look on.
photo by Steve

MASCAC. I really thought we and it will be a real factor in close veteran Paul Duffy (West Roxcould come away with a split but games for the rest of the season." bury) and freshman Doug
our pitching staff was deleted
The doubleheader Tufts was Benoit (Swansea).
after the doubleheader against refering to was a decisive blastMass Maritime the day before.
in g of M ass. M a r it i me
Thru IO games the BSC batThat eleven inning game was one Academy, ( 17-3) and ( 16-7). The ting brigade is led by shortstop
of the best I've been involved in
Bear's bats were in full force as Ed Kangas who is hitting .461
both as player or coach.Our guys
Dave Enos cracked 3 HRS, clip. He is followed by Dave
really showed a lot of character while John Kiely, Shawn Barry, Enos (.450) and John Kiely
in the way they came.back. They and Chris Mercadante (Ran- (.432). Kiely leads the team in
may have lost those games but dolph) e~ch had o_ne. The win- HRS {6) andRBis-(24),-aswell.
r~::~'''~¥elfi\J0.st;;th•i,r:;,c:;:l\~ract~J' .. ·l:li,tlg'' p1i~clters for.·.· BSC ' . were

Visigoths beat P.C.
By
Timmy Dever

BSC students hit the slopes on the last BA/RS trip. to Canada.
photo .by Mika Storey

lntramura ls,-BAIRS etc.
d~. S
inganddailyscheduleforgames .
Mike torey
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nstreethoc eyt enum ero
After a number of game can- . cancellations wasn't as high as
cellations due to weather condi- softball. To make up those
.
th t
d f" ld
d"t"
Hons a ~a e ie con 1 ions missed. games the days were
unplayable m both softball and extended to include 6:30 games.
hockey, bfobth have finally begun.
Leading the league so far are
In so t all because of the Off
..
d C' 1 1 k
f . '
.
, Trojans an
ire e er s
0
28
number
team~ ( ) the sch~- with (3-0) records. The Piels
d~le has been adjusted. so. tha.t it Light All Stars are behind at (2will be a ~ouble ehmi~atlon O). Scoring leaders so far are Tim
tourna;~n.t or 1;th mens and "slap shot" Millerick of Off (9)
coed ivisions.
nee ~ou 0 s_e and Jim Letournea of the Trotwo games your team is ehm1- .
d f
th
·
Jans (8).
.
.
nate.
rom
e tournament.
In coed volleyball the Mets
Check the bulletin board outside
d M
t" d f
th

!

crackers M"xed N. t
_d·
,
1
u s, an
Alumn· Th"
h b
. . . L . is program ~s :en
gomg_ex~re?1ely well cons1de,nng
that lt IS ·In the first year ·of
com etion
·
p
· R . t"
The BAIReScreCal iobn M th •
u
ar as
Vineyard Bike Trip is selling out
fast with less than ten seats
remaining The tri is slated for
Sunday April
t~ 50 ·i yo , e
interest~d run down : 0 · :~e
1
torey's office as
.•
.
soon as poss1N
hie. A $5.00 deposit will hold
.
.
your seat. The final coast is

26

s.

Last Saturday Bridgewater
participated in the New England
Rugby Championship at Brown
University in Providence, Rhode
Island. The Visgoths placed· 5th
in the field of 12 teams. The tournament featured some of the top
players in the north east. The
Bridgewater ruggers beat Providence College 3-0 in the first
game, but came up short in a
10-0 defeat to Northeastern University. The Huskies were the
tournament champs, beating
MIT 9-0 in the final Sunday.
In the first match the Visgoths
quickly earned the respect of the
Friars with bruising open field
tackles. The assault was lead by
Mike Collar and Scott Brown.
The Friars were unable to maintain a running game because of
theaggressivestyleofplaywhich
..
.
. .
1s becoming a V1s1goth
t d
k
raW~~arthe powerful push of
I

Dave Colby and Gregg Poillucci
Bridgewater was able to wfn the
majority of the scrummages and
.
· · .
kept the ball m the hands ofW1lliam Marinelli and the other Visigoth backs. Unfortunately, they
were unable to penetrate the goal
line and a potent Friar kicking
game kept the ball aro.und. mid.
field.On the other end of the field
the foot of Rick DaSilva kept
.
f
h .

(~ 4 ~~k~~~t~~~fo~f~:~ (~~: .~e:d ~i~~t~~) :~~or~s. N°~xt i~ ~;t~~o; ~~;~hri:~ 1~:~i~:~:~1~: . ;;,7:~~~:;rin; 1~r.ea\:~tng a~y'
t~!i~~~ iiilt~~~lrf"S~r.w,lllli.it1~ J'iil~~:..~.w~1ill(.3..·:l.J..m111~_iltt!.<tb&~:i":'l'i"-""Ji! "',"'"""'·"'""'-"'""''"' .........
0

·• ;.'..''""'."'"'., .•, ........... on a·cont.rdVers1al call late m

the half, an apparent try by Dave
Nee was disallowed. Thus the
game was scoreless at the break.
Early in the second half, a
booming kick by Jim Gombie
forced the play deep into the
Providence end. Once again the
Visigoths were unable to punch
the ball in for a score. Gregg
Poillucci appeared to break the
plane of the goal line on one
carry, but once again the score
was not confirmed by the
official.
The Visigoths continued to
poµnd away at the tough Providence defense and slowly began
to penetrate.
With seven minutes remaining
in the contest, the effort paid
dividends as Gregg Poillucci
blasted a three-point conversion
through the goal posts.
The Visigoths turned away
Providence as they scrambled
desparately for a score late in the
game. This victory made people
aware that Bridgewater is
real and is a team to be reckoned
with.
The Northeastern match was a
bruising affair that left the Vis.;.
igoths down by only four at the
half. ·Bridgewat(!r hung tough in
the second half despite giving up
a great deal of size to the enormous Husky s.quad. Northeastern was able to grind out ailate
score to make it 10-0. The eventual tournament champs were
able to snuff . out last minute
scoring attempts by Frank Den~ ~is~p.,~q4, i\l~ll.~\'>p!, :. , , ,

for
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Classified

Announcements

INTERNATIONAL MODELING
.MANAGEMENT COMPANY, Boston, Newbury
St. Looking for fashion
models to work in Paris,
lt;ily, Japan, N.Y. and Boston. Female models must be
5'6" and up. Male models
must be 6' and up. No experience necessary. Beginners
welcome. For an interview,
call 353-00 IO, anytime.

competitions in Tug O' War, Hands Across Campus
Outlook 'S.7--Financing the
San Bartolome: Beyond The
Volleyball, What's in the Box?,
Hig_h Tech World
On April 22, an event called Green Revolution
Jello Eating contest, Spirit Yell, Hands Across Campus will take
Date: April 29, 1987
Dr. Robert E. Huke, Profesfree raffles with great prizes, and place beginning at 4: 15 behind sor of Geography at Dartmouth
Place: Mann Auditorium
other interesting games. Food the Campus Center. The purTime: Q:OO a.m.-3:00
College will lecture Wed. April
iervices will be firing up the grill pose of this event is to increase
Second annual Outlook Pro29 at 7:30 p.m. in Room 304 of
so that they can cook up burgers the sense of unity and brothergram sponsored by the Managethe Science Building. Refreshand dogs. During this whole hood and to shorten the gap
ment Science & Aviation
ments will be served at 7:00 p.m.
scene the music of WBIM will be between groups on this campus.
Science Department and the
in Room 309. Presented by the
blasting.
Management Science and TechIt is the hope of the World of Dept. of Earth Science & GeoThis event will be the first of Difference Committee that all
nology Council.
graphy Club. All are welcome to
its kind. TRADITION will members of the college comOutlook Program's purpose is
attend this free lecture.
begin on April 22, I 987. Become munity will participate and join
to provide.students with a forum
part of that tradition ... get hands together on this special
to listen to and meet "real" busiGraduating National Direct Stuinvolved ... dare to be different- day. To pre-register, go to the
ness executives. The program
Loan Borrowers
dent
... participate ...join in the fun- sign-up stations in the Campus
focuses on a particular industry
attending BSC, you
While
... see and experience the Center and other various buildor notion and provides speakers
funds from the
borrowed
unlimited opportunities to enjoy ings on campus now through
across the broad spectrum to
Student Loan
Direct
National
address· pertinent issues/ objec- at BSC. On April 22nd, leave April 22nd. We need you to
your Finanof
part
as
program
your inhibitions at home, pack make it happen. Don't miss this
tives. The progra_m also provides
ward.
A
Aid
cial
up all your spirit and flock to the special day for all of us. (Walkstudents with input in developAccording to Federal regulaback of the Campus Center to ins on April 22 also welcome!)
ing their career interests.
an N.D.S.L. borrower
tions,
mingle, laugh and enjoy the
This year's program addresses
an Exit Interview
have
must
company of the BSC comthe issue of financing a business
New Religious Studies Course
the lending instileaving
before
munity!
from inception to a mature state.
Title of course: Israel: Cross- tution. The purpose of the Exit
The Big Disease with the Little roads of East and West, RE 315The case. company on illus~raInterview is to provide the
Name: AIDS
tion is Data Translation, a Mas01 #440401, TX 10:50-12:05.
opportunity to discuss with the
Tony Mastrorilli, a Bridge- Instructor: Rabbi Benjamin Lefsachusetts based high techborrower the rights and responwater State College Alumnus kowitz. The State of Israel is a
nology firm. Mr. Fred Molinari,
sibilities of having obtained the
and an AIDS victim, will present polyglot nation, where immiPresident, will present the hisloan.
a candid, open forum discussion grants from Old, New and Third
tory of the process of starting
The following is a schedule of
on the epidemic of the '80s-- Worlds have mingled with a
with an idea and creating and
Exit Interview meetings:
AIDS. This lecture will also fea- mixed native population comfinancing a new company.
May I, 11 :00 a.m.. Student
ture a member of the medical posed of members of three of the
The various financing avenues
Union, Plymouth County Room
community to provide the world's great religions. This
will be presented next. Mr. WalMay 4, 10:00 a.m. & 1:00 p.m.,
audience with the most updated course will examine the ideoloter Dick, Vice President, UST
Plymouth County Room
and accurate information on gies and cultures of its mixed
Capital Corp. will address the
May 5, 11:00 a.m., Green Room
AIDS.
need for venture capital and
population. It will briefly
May 6, 11:00 a.m. & 1:00 p.m.,
The program is free and will explore the ideas and events that
what a venture capital firm looks
Plymouth County Room
take place on Wednesday, April created the State. It will focus on
for in management, products,
May 7, 11:00 a.m., Plymouth
22, at 7:30 p.m. in the Campus the cultures of the people, the
and strategies before investing in
County Room
Center Ballroom. Sponsored by class and melding of those culthe new company.
For any inquiries, call Sue
the Campus Center Program tures, and their underlying
Next, Mr. Michael Yahng,
Hickey, X 2216.
Committee.
representing the Bank of Bosphilosophies.
_.1111111111111111111111111m11B1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .,
ton's High Technology Division
will discuss the establishment of
banking relations with a commercial banker.
And finally, Ms. Leslie Jewett,
Vice President, .Kidder, Peab- ·
ody; will discuss the need and
practice of going public in order
to secure further. financing.

SUMMER AND CAREER
OPENINGS-$5,000
through$7 ,000 with Polaris
Enterprises Corp. All
majors may apply for immediate positions with a growing New England firm.
Accelerated management
program and internship
opportunity possible.
Accepting applications now.
Call 328-7440.

ExpeSUMMER JOB
rienced loving person to
help in day care. References
a must. Part-time flexible
hours. $4.50 per hour. Call
697-3843.
ENTREPRENEURIAL
STUDENTwho wants to
make big money! Have fun!
and a sharp resume it8 51.
Pure Drive Productions
D.J./Video/Laser Show &
Live Ads. Macintosh access
a plus. Join our company of
young people. Serving
N. Y.C.-Boston. (203) 2277571.

11111111.;;;;;;;;.;....

HELP WANTED Cruise
Ship Jobs. Now hiring.
Summer. Careers. Excellent
pay & world travel. · For
information call 206-7360775, Ext. 177 A.
-SPRING BALL TICKETS
NEEDED. Anyone who
can't use his/ her tickets
please contact Dale at 6978707.
VACANCY - off campus
for fall semester, double
room for fem ales. Separate
entrance, kitchen, bath, sitting area, walking distance.
on campus busline, parking.
697 - 7157 or 7735.

The New England Patriots Football Team
Will participate in a benefit
basketball game--Friday, April
24, 7:30 p.m. at the Kelly Gym,
Bridgewater State College. This
is sponsored by the W .B. Gridiron Club and players are the
WBHS Football team and local
area businessmen. Tickets $5.00
adults, $4.00 stude!)ts.

Spirit Day is Your Day!
On April 22, 1987, at 2:30 p. m.
until 5:30 p.m., K.I.C.K. will
hold a much-needed BSC Spirit
Day. The ability to laugh, enjoy
life and mingle with others is
truly an asset in life. With these
qualities and an event to exercise
these characteristics one cannot
help but have a good time. And
that is exactly what K.I.C.K., a
Bridgewater State College student run Public Relations firm
wants you to do--HA VE FUN!
K.I.C.K. hopes that this event
will instill much pride and energetic spirit in all who participate.
The celebration will feature various forms of entertainment.
This affair is supported by President Indelicato, and will take
place behind the Adrian Rondileau Campus Center in the fountain area. Events will include

Need Wheels?
No Credit?
Little Cash?

See Miskinis this week: You will receive a
$400 di~count coupon applicable to the 5%
down payment on a new vehicle purchase, or
toward the price, or as security on a lease or,
you can have a 90 day deferral of your first purchase
.
payment. Select one option.
You need no established credit and no co-signer. You have up to 60
.
.
months to finance, or 48 months to lease Y?Ur car.
To qualify: purchase or lease any new Buick or Pontiac six months
prior to, or one year after your date of graduation from a four-year
degree or graduate program. You must be
employed or have a verifiable
commitment for employment, and a
record free of collection problems,
a reasonable income/
expense ratio, verified
residence, and a
driver's Iicense.
That's all there is to
it. Come to Miskinis
this week.

Appllcat~ons for the position of 1987-88

Yearbook Editor
are

now

being

accepted.

For more

Information, contact the SGA office this
week.

Miskinis Buick, Pontiac, Isuzu

Rte 28, 1000 Main St., Bridgewater

Call697-3113

